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Chapter 1

Introduction

I’ve come to understand that there’s an interaction between people and environ-
ments that changes us, and I suppose it also changes the environment. Which 
is the actor and which is the reactor is not always clear.1

—Peter H. Hackett, M.D.

Text and Context

Since first conceiving the idea to write a book about Mount Emei, I 
have been concerned about the context in which to present such a study. 
There are certainly enough primary and secondary sources available to 
produce a general history of the mountain organized along chronological or 
dynastic lines. I also considered adopting a framework that would present 
topically arranged chapters on key subjects critical in the development of 
the mountain’s identity and role in Chinese culture. Examples might 
include individual essays on Mount Emei’s rich Daoist immortal (xian) tra-
dition, the later arrival and development of Buddhism on the mountain, 
and literary works written by famous visitors through the dynasties. While 
there is no denying that religious activity, especially Buddhism, is central 
to Mount Emei’s growth as a cultural phenomenon in China, it is limiting 
to view Emei shan simply as a “famous Buddhist mountain.” This is because 
religion represents just one part of the mountain’s history and identity. I 
am more interested in looking at Emei in its greater complexity. But this 
approach presents a formidable challenge, for the full complexity I seek to 
define is an intricate and diverse picture and there are many factors that 
determine why and how Mount Emei functions as a “famous mountain.” In 
other words, there are numerous ways in which Emei shan is understood.

Now, mindful of avoiding a plunge into what James Robson calls 
“the abyss of loose syncretism,”2 I propose a methodological approach that 
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includes scrutiny of, and yet at the same time is not limited to, religious 
traditions. Essentially, I view all of China’s “famous mountains” as 
multifaceted phenomena of human experience. My main interest lies in 
examining Mount Emei’s various properties of place, in particular, the 
special features of the mountain’s remote location and the distinct physical, 
botanical, and meteorological characteristics that make it unique; space,
that is, the relationships among various sites on Emei, both natural and 
man-made; and what I call interaction. This last category refers to the dif-
ferent ways in which humans have either reacted to and/or modified Mount 
Emei’s place and space. Examples might include writing a poem, carving 
an inscription into a cliff-side wall, taking up residence in one of Emei 
shan’s caves, building a monastery, or even hurling oneself off the summit 
in order to reach the arms of Buddha and achieve “instant nirvana.” 
Without a doubt, Emei’s remote location and unique environment have 
played decisive roles in what has happened there since humans first arrived 
thousands of years ago.

Of course, there are many reasons why particular persons might react 
to a given place and attempt to modify it to serve their own purposes. For 
instance, people of different occupations, religious interests, and educa-
tional backgrounds often brought their own understanding to Emei and 
thus responded to it differently. As we will see in later chapters, those 
persons who came to Emei tend to fall into certain groups with common 
interests and they reacted to and sometimes modified the mountain’s place 
and space in ways that can be isolated and studied. Once this examination 
is complete, some assessment can be made of Mount Emei’s role concerning 
sense of place in traditional China. The most practical way to undertake 
such an examination is to articulate and examine the various “imprints” 
of human activity that have been made there throughout the dynastic 
period. Although these phenomena appear in many forms, based on my 
readings and visits to the mountain I identify five that seem to be the most 
important and influential: (1) myths about the mountain’s religious origins; 
(2) legends of Daoist immortals who are associated with Emei; (3) the 
arrival and development of Buddhism on the mountain; (4) the numerous 
poems, prose works, and inscriptions written about Emei through the 
dynasties; and (5) recent developments in the tourism industry there. 
These key imprints are all “present” on the mountain and affect its resi-
dents and visitors in one way or another. For instance, one cannot properly 
understand Buddhist activities on Emei shan without knowledge of its 
earlier Daoist immortal tradition; one cannot comprehend the miraculous 
“Precious Light” (Baoguang) on the summit without some knowledge of 
the mountain’s physical geography; and one cannot visit Mount Emei 
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today without being affected by the profound physical changes (roads, 
a cable car, ski slope, hotels, a museum, and so on) made by the 
government-run tourism industry now in operation there. These imprints 
will be examined on the pages that follow. My task is to elucidate how 
and why each of these imprints resulted from human interaction with 
Emei’s place and space. I will also attempt to determine how and why they 
relate to each other. Ultimately, my goal is to define Mount Emei as a 
complex amalgam of distinct physical environment and diverse human 
experience.

Given my interest in presenting the “big picture” and in following 
a more “get-the-reader-involved” approach to examining Mount Emei, 
I propose that we take a journey to the mountain itself. In other words, 
rather than “talk at” readers about the mountain, most of whom have 
probably never visited Sichuan, I will attempt to lead readers on a “trip” 
to the mountain. Ideally, we should all gather at the Loyal-to-the-State 
Monastery (Baoguo si) in the foothills, and then begin our ascent on foot. 
Over the next two or three days, before finally reaching the summit, much 
of Emei’s place and space would unfold before our eyes. We would also 
observe how people have interacted with the mountain in the past and 
how they continue to do so today. While this approach may be ideal, for 
logistical reasons it is not practical. I propose that we instead take a trip 
to the mountain vicariously through the writings of the twelfth-century 
writer and official Fan Chengda (1126–1193). Fan’s travel diary and verse 
accounts of his climb to the summit of Mount Emei in 1177 still rank 
among the most detailed and informative descriptions of the mountain 
ever written. Through his eyes, words, and footsteps, along with back-
ground information, explanation, and commentary provided by me, we 
will discover and experience some of the ways in which the mountain has 
been “constructed” by diverse human experiences over the centuries.

On Studying Mountains

mountain: a natural elevation of the earth’s surface, usually rising more or 
less abruptly from the surrounding level, and attaining an altitude which, 
relatively to adjacent elevations, is impressive or notable.3

—The Oxford English Dictionary

A fascinating area of inquiry that partly inspired the writing of this 
book concerns the different methodologies one can use to study mountains 
as cultural phenomena in China. There is no consensus on this issue in the 
scholarly community. Since I have already outlined the approach and 
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context I will use to determine how Mount Emei’s physical environment 
was understood and utilized in traditional China and how it continues to 
be modified today, it seems appropriate to now comment on previous 
studies about mountains in China and recent trends in the field. This 
background will help to illustrate how my approach differs from my 
predecessors.

In Western scholarship concerning mountain traditions in China, 
one frequently encounters the expression “sacred mountain(s).”4 This is 
especially the case with reference to China’s most famous group of peaks, 
the Wuyue, often translated as the “Five Sacred Mountains” or “Five 
Marchmounts”5 (I will say more about the Wuyue later). The expression 
“sacred [Chinese] mountain(s)” originates in Western scholarship and has 
no precise counterpart in ancient or modern Chinese.6 Presumably, scholars 
use this expression to demarcate certain “sacred” mountains in China from 
those that are not so “sacred.” Mircea Eliade’s term “profane” is even 
sometimes invoked when referring to “nonsacred” or “secular” space and 
mountains in China.7 As a starting point, I would argue that the so-called 
separation between “sacred” and “profane” space has no place in scholarship 
about Chinese mountains because no such distinction exists in the Chinese 
context.8 Mountains in China might be best described as multipurpose or 
multifunctional. That is to say, they serve many functions, some religious, 
some nonreligious, for a variety of people, oftentimes simultaneously. To 
cite just two examples, many hermits in the traditional period took up 
residence on Mount Emei because they thought it was an ideal place for 
meditation and study, while numerous businessmen today run hotels on 
the mountain simply to make money. It might also be mentioned that 
Buddhist monasteries on Emei and elsewhere, in addition to their religious 
interests and pursuits, have always engaged in business ventures of one 
sort or another, such as land ownership and management, operating indus-
trial installations, managing financial transactions, providing lodging and 
meals to pilgrims, selling incense and candles, and so on.9 Now, if someone 
decides to study one particular aspect of a mountain—for example, the 
development of Buddhism on Mount Emei—this is certainly a legitimate 
and potentially worthwhile endeavor. However, as I have already argued, 
to define Mount Emei solely as a “Buddhist mountain” is parochial and 
downright misleading. The development of Buddhism on the mountain 
is a central factor in its long history, but it is not the only one; there are 
many others. My “five imprints” represent the factors I regard as most 
important.

Scholars in China, on the other hand, have often lumped China’s 
best-known mountains into one broad category, which they call “famous 
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mountains” (mingshan名山). This term is also problematic because it lacks 
precise definition. Virtually any mountain in China that has gained atten-
tion on just about any level can be declared ming, or “famous.” Further-
more, ideas in China about which mountains were “famous” changed over 
time.10 In other words, which peaks deserve the title mingshan would 
depend on the historical period we are talking about and the ideas about 
“famous mountains” circulating at that time. The gray area here is sub-
stantial. Therefore, use of mingshan as a critical term to enhance our under-
standing of the role of mountains in Chinese culture is limited. Having 
said that, there are still selected mountains in China that have consistently 
maintained their ming status over time. The Wuyue, mentioned earlier, 
certainly fit into this category, as does Emei shan.

Mount Emei was never part of the state-controlled Wuyue system. 
Yet, it has enjoyed an ever-increasing level of “famous” status from at least 
the Western Jin period (265–316) right up to today. We know about the 
mountain’s long-standing reputation because it is confirmed in textual 
sources. The earliest of these is a reference in Zuo Si’s (ca. 250–ca. 305) 
well-known literary composition “Shu Capital Rhapsody (“Shudu fu”). 
While delimiting the peripheral area around Chengdu, the ancient capital 
of Shu (or Sichuan), Zuo Si writes: “It adjoins the layered barriers of 
[Mount] Emei.”11 This line, probably written some time around the year 
280,12 is the earliest, reliable mention of Mount Emei in surviving written 
records.13 Thereafter, we see a steady stream of literary references to the 
mountain that increase over time. The richest periods for written sources 
on the mountain—poems, inscriptions, travel diaries, local histories, and 
mountain gazetteers—are the Ming (1368–1644), Qing (1644–1911), and 
the early Republican (Minguo) eras. I will use these sources to help con-
textualize Fan Chengda’s experience on the mountain in 1177 and Emei’s 
subsequent development into modern times.

As far as my own research approach is concerned, I acknowledge the 
influence of two distinguished scholars whose work pioneered the study 
of mountains in China: Édouard Chavannes (1865–1918) and Edward H. 
Schafer (1913–1991). Chavannes’ study of Mount Tai (Taishan) published 
in 1910 and titled Le Tai chan: essai du monographie d’un culte chinois consists 
largely of annotated translations of relevant historical texts, prayers, and 
stele inscriptions. Many of the source texts used for his study were gathered 
by Chavannes himself in the form of rubbings taken from inscriptions in 
temples on or near the mountain. Chavannes’ main goal was to define the 
role of Taishan as it relates to the Wuyue system, popular beliefs, and 
especially religious rites. The varied content of Le Tai chan reveals that he 
did not view the historical development of the mountain as static. Instead, 
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he saw a dynamic process over time that included local lore and a period 
of Buddhist influence. In other words, the role of Mount Tai in Chinese 
culture was a complex one that developed and changed over time. This is 
an important point that applies to all of China’s mingshan: the way man 
viewed, interpreted, and used these peaks changed through the dynasties. 
One common paradigm related to change observed by many scholars is 
an initial period of Daoist-related activity followed by a later period of 
Buddhist influence.14 The development of Daoism and Buddhism on 
Mount Emei follows this same pattern.

Edward H. Schafer’s monograph Mao Shan in T’ang Times has also 
played an influential role on the methodological approach followed in this 
book. As was the case with Le Tai chan, Schafer has a particular, well-
focused interest: Mount Mao (Maoshan; in modern Jiangsu) and its relation 
to a form of Daoism known by the same name that flourished among the 
upper classes of China between the fifth and tenth centuries. This persua-
sion of Daoism is also known as Shangqing, or “Supreme Clarity.” In con-
structing the history of Daoist and alchemical traditions associated with 
Maoshan and the surrounding region, Schafer mines numerous texts, espe-
cially the verses of Tang poets. The author specially notes the importance 
of Tang poetry as a historical-geographical source. Rather than rely solely 
on Daoist works concerning Maoshan, Schafer consults a wide variety of 
texts, such as geographical treatises and gazetteers, many of which are not 
Daoist in orientation. One aspect of Schafer’s methodology that influenced 
me is that in defining Maoshan’s role as a “Daoist mountain” he carefully 
considers landscape and natural history, including the mountain’s geologi-
cal base, limestone caverns, and avian community; various structures, 
especially religious edifices, that dotted Maoshan’s landscape in the Tang; 
and secular life and local industries in the area. Although Schafer’s main 
interest is religious Daoism, readers of Mao Shan in T’ang Times get a full 
picture (as far as the sources will allow) of the physical features of the 
mountain, why it attracted human interest, and the results of that atten-
tion. This is what I will do with Mount Emei. The trails blazed by 
Chavannes and Schafer have defined the basic ingredients to my research 
approach: close attention to all primary sources available; presentation of 
selected, annotated translations; and the idea of viewing the development 
or evolution of the mountain and its relation with humans over time as a 
dynamic rather than a static process.

Over the last twenty years or so, the study of China’s mountain tradi-
tions has burgeoned in the West, especially among scholars in the United 
States and Europe whose main research interest is traditional Chinese 
religion. One of the key issues to emerge from this body of work concerns 
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methodology: is it productive and knowledge producing, some scholars 
ask, to follow the more “traditional” approach and study Chinese religion 
along strict sectarian and hence insulated lines? For instance, should 
researchers interested in one particular “Buddhist” mountain, such as 
Mount Wutai (Wutai shan) in Shanxi, limit their attention to only 
Buddhist-related texts, issues, and traditions? Should scholars concerned 
with a particular “Daoist” mountain, such as Mount Qingcheng (Qing-
cheng shan) in Sichuan, only pursue a Daoist-related research agenda? The 
late Anna Seidel (1938–1991) challenged this “traditional” approach, con-
cluding it had led to the “particularly distressing gulf of mutual ignorance 
[that] separates Buddhist and Taoist studies.”15 One positive result of this 
debate has been the emergence, in the works of some scholars, of a meth-
odological perspective that seeks to bridge the “distressing gulf of mutual 
ignorance” Seidel described more than a decade ago. Scholars following 
this interdisciplinary approach are now building bridges across traditional 
sectarian lines, primarily Buddhist and Daoist. In my view, there have 
been some excellent results to date and, assuming current publishing 
trends continue, we can expect to see more in the future.16

Crashing Continents and Salty Seas

Although the geology of Asia seems to present a chaotic jumble of land forms, 
much of the deformation of the surface, when viewed as a whole with the help 
of satellite photographs, seems to fall into a simple, coherent pattern attribut-
able to a single cause: a geological collision between the Indian subcontinent 
and the rest of Eurasia.17

—Peter Molnar and Paul Tapponnier

In the early years of the twentieth century a few scientists, most 
notably the German meteorologist Alfred Wegener (1880–1930), sug-
gested that the earth was once comprised of a single, massive, chunk of 
land, which later broke apart to form the major continents in the world 
today.18 Although many experts were initially skeptical about Wegener’s 
theory of “drifting continents,” later discoveries confirmed his hypothesis. 
Today most geologists agree that the world’s continents have indeed moved 
apart. This phenomenon has a special name: “plate tectonics.” The idea of 
plate tectonics is simple: the earth’s crust is made of up several rigid plates, 
comprised of both continents and oceans, all moving in different 
directions.

About forty-five million years ago, two of these continental “rafts,” 
the Indian plate and the Eurasian plate, collided. The land along the 
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impact zone was violently squeezed together, buckling and deforming the 
earth’s crust. One major consequence of this crash of continents was the 
creation of the Himalayas, the highest mountains in the world. The crest 
of the Himalayas marks the precise collision line. Another result was the 
lifting of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, which established the west-to-east 
river drainage pattern followed by China’s major rivers. Even today China 
is still gradually pushed eastward to make room for India’s continued 
“drift” northward. It is the pushing motion of this displacement that 
causes most of China’s earthquakes.

In addition to creating the Himalayas and Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, 
the collision between the Indian and Eurasian plates engendered wide-
spread rifting, which in turn led to dramatic vertical uplift and subsis-
tence. These upheavals were most intense in western China, closer to the 
impact zone and where the earth’s crust was thickest (about 70 km/42mi).
This explains why the western part of the country is now higher than the 
eastern part. The elevated regions formed by this rifting process are today’s 
mountains; those areas that subsided are today’s basins and plains.

China’s mountain systems are often classified according to their 
directional orientation, of which there are five general types: (1) west-to-
east; (2) north-to-south; (3) north-to-east; (4) north-to-west; and (5) arc-
shaped mountain chains. The first of these, mountain systems that run 
from west-to-east, are especially important because they mark key geo-
graphical boundaries in China. For instance, the Kunlun Mountain Range 
(Kunlun shanling) forms the dividing line between southern Xinjiang and 
the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. From the border of southern Xinjiang, the 
Kunlun Range then runs eastward into modern Qinghai province where 
it diverges to form the Bayan Har or Central Kunlun and Nanling chains. 
The second of these, the Nanling chain, extends southwest, where it forms 
the Min Mountains (Minshan) in northern Sichuan. This chain, in turn, 
continues on a southerly course and forms several smaller ranges, one of 
which is known as the Qionglai Mountain Range (Qionglai shanling). 
Mount Emei stands alone on the very southern fringe of this range.19

Before the crash of the Indian and Eurasian plates, the area now 
known as Sichuan, along with most of Southeast Asia, sat at the bottom 
of a huge, salty ocean. As a result of the great collision and later geological 
changes, this ancient sea vanished long ago. But remnants of its legacy, 
such as salt deposits, natural gas, and even marine fossils, remain deep 
within the bowels of Mount Emei. Access to the heart of the mountain is 
provided by caverns or grottoes (dong 洞). Emei’s numerous grottoes, 
varying in size, are found at lower (about 650m/2,132 ft), mid-mountain 
(about 1,700m/5,576 ft), and higher elevations (about 2,100m/6,888 ft).
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In some traditional sources, these caves are collectively designated as 
Mount Emei’s “grotto heaven” (dongtian洞天). The word tian (or “heaven”) 
in this expression refers to a counterworld or counteruniverse where Daoist 
adepts sometimes retreated to practice various meditation, visualization, 
and life-extending techniques.20 It is not surprising, then, that Mount 
Emei’s grottoes have long served as the setting for numerous ancient tales 
and as the home of some of its most famous and eccentric residents. Several 
of these legendary figures will be discussed in chapter 4.

Source of Life, Abode of Gods

All mountains, big and small, have gods and spirits.21

—Ge Hong (283–343)

China’s first comprehensive dictionary, the Shuowen jiezi (or Shuowen),
compiled by Xu Shen (ca. 55–ca.149) in 100 ad and presented by his son 
to the throne in 121, defines mountains as follows: “ ‘Mountain’ means 
propagate vital breath and disperse and give life to the myriad beings.”22

The significance of this definition cannot be overstated, for here, in what 
is China’s most authoritative ancient dictionary, we are told that moun-
tains propagate or exhale (xuan 宣) the very vital breath (qi 氣) of the 
universe, thereby dispersing and giving life (sansheng散生) to the “myriad 
beings” (wanwu萬物; that is, all living things). According to the Shuowen
jiezi, then, mountains are the very source of life. Why would Xu Shen 
define mountains in such a way? At the outset we should note that rain, 
essential for human survival, came from the clouds that gathered above 
China’s numerous peaks. Moreover, as in many other cultures throughout 
the world, because of their height mountains were viewed as points of 
contact between the human world and the heavens above. Related to this 
is the idea that mountains possess spiritual significance because they were 
believed to serve as the abodes of gods or spirits. This belief is confirmed 
in numerous ancient texts. As an example, consider the following passage 
from the Record of Ritual (Liji), one of the classic works of Confucianism. 
The extant version of this text probably dates from about the time of Xu 
Shen’s dictionary: “Mountains and rivers are the means by which [the 
earth] plays host to ghosts and spirits.”23 Since mountains host spirits 
(shen), the Chinese believed they possessed spiritual power. This point plays 
an especially prominent role in the discussions that follow in subsequent 
chapters, for many people in traditional China believed that the divine or 
spiritual potency of mountains could, on special occasions and under the 
right circumstances, be tapped and used for the benefit of man.
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10 Stairway to Heaven: A Journey to the Summit of Mount Emei

That is not to say, however, that all mountains were thought to be 
allies of man. The line from the Record of Rites quoted in the previous 
paragraph mentioned that mountains also hosted ghosts (gui), which in 
China were never regarded as beneficial in human affairs. Indeed, some 
heights were viewed as potentially harmful to man and, at times, even 
deadly. As early as the fourth century, some observers still viewed moun-
tains as what might be called “zones of terror.”24 The famous literary 
recluse Ge Hong (283–343), one of China’s first advisers on mountain 
travel, offers a warning: “Most of those who are ignorant of the proper 
method for entering mountains will meet with misfortune and mishap.”25

To avoid such calamity, Ge Hong advised would-be mountain sojourners 
to take certain precautions. For instance, climbers should fast for seven 
days before their ascent, embark only during auspicious months of the 
year, and always wear certain talismans. Dangling a nine-inch mirror on 
one’s back was believed to especially useful in warding off mei, or goblins.26

The inspiration for Ge Hong’s advice is twofold. First, he was concerned 
with visitors being unfamiliar with the strange sights, sounds, beasts, and 
vermin who inhabit mountain environs; and second, he was worried about 
human encounters with ghosts or goblins. This second point is significant 
in our discussion. While all mountains host spirits that serve as governing 
deities, not all of these are “proper spirits” (zhengshen). Some “lesser 
mountains” (xiaoshan) have noxious spirits and thus do not bring good 
fortune to man.

Ge Hong’s advice and prescriptions tell us much about how man first 
came to understand mountains in China. In addition to their spiritual 
connections and attributes, mountains also have special or unusual physical
features that inspire fear and reverence in human beings. Here I refer spe-
cifically to dramatic mountain topography, unfamiliar meteorological or 
geological phenomena, and strange beasts. Imagine a flatlander hearing 
the haunting roar of a tiger echo through one of Mount Emei’s deep, mist-
shrouded canyons for the first time. When man attempts to understand or 
deal with the fears inspired by such places, he reasonably concludes that 
mountains are the abode of spirits and gods. The presence of spirits and 
gods offers an immediate and convenient explanation for the unusual 
qualities of high-altitude environments: these are unique territories that 
host extraordinary beings. In turn, this explanation leads to other, related 
conclusions. For instance, since mountains are inhabited by “local” spirits, 
it seems they might act as intermediaries to even higher celestial beings. 
Here we find the explanation as to why so many people in traditional 
China, from emperor to commoner, often journeyed to mountains to offer 
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sacrifices: mountains can serve as contact points between the mortal world 
and realms, powers, and beings that lie beyond.

Early in Chinese history, probably sometime during the late Zhou 
or early Han, a special group of peaks in China were selected by imperial 
authority to serve as official, state-sanctioned mountains.27 These are the 
Wuyue, mentioned earlier. They include Mount Tai in Shandong, the 
“Eastern Yue”; Mount Hua (Huashan) in Shaanxi, the “Western Yue”; 
Mount Heng (Hengshan) in Shanxi, the “Northern Yue”; Mount Heng 
(Hengshan) in Hunan, the “Southern Yue”; and Mount Song (Songshan) 
in Henan, the “Central Yue.” In 72 bc Emperor Xuan of the Western Han 
dynasty (r. 74–49 bc) formally institutionalized the Wuyue and ordered 
that state ritual ceremonies be performed there. Government officials were 
dispatched to these mountains, where state rituals would be carried out. 
Among the most significant of these was the feng and shan rituals performed 
at Mount Tai in Shandong. On some occasions, emperors personally at-
tended and participated in these ceremonies.

The purposes of these sacrifices were many. The feng ritual, for 
instance, performed on the summit of Mount Tai, was designed so the 
emperor could express his thanks to Heaven for conferring upon him the 
mandate to rule. The shan ritual, on the other hand, carried out at the foot 
of Mount Tai, offered the emperor an opportunity to express his thanks to 
the Earth for a bountiful harvest. These rituals and the Wuyue came to be 
associated with the emperor’s legitimate authority, sanctioned by Heaven, 
to rule. The various compass points marked out by the Wuyue signified 
the empire’s four geographic regions and defined the cultural boundaries 
of China. When this happened, the Wuyue moved beyond their local 
reputations and assumed roles in a comprehensive, nationwide system of 
religious, social, and political beliefs. Of course, there was nothing sacred 
or historical about these mountains until humans started “altering” them 
by bestowing names, defining them as sites for official state ceremonies, 
and associating them with various symbolic qualities.28 This is essentially 
what happened with all of China’s so-called mingshan. They were 
first tagged, for specific reasons, with an assortment of titles or names. 
Over time they acquired various associations and qualities, determined in 
large part by location, physical geography, and especially the actions (or 
interactions) of humans there. It is the accumulated experience of these 
activities that defines a famous mountain’s place within China’s cultural 
cosmos.
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An Extraordinary Place

Mount Emei is so high—
Its heights pierce the heavens!29

—Dagui (Ming dynasty Buddhist monk)

To most Western readers, the word “mountain” suggests a single 
mass of rock and earth prominently rising from the earth’s surface. Humans 
have always found it necessary to give names to these conspicuous land 
forms, especially when they are first “discovered.” Certainly one purpose 
of these designations is to establish an “identity” for reference purposes. 
For instance, it is much easier to say “Mount Whitney” than “the highest 
peak in the contiguous United States, located in Sequoia National Park in 
east-central California.”

Since ancient times the Chinese have also customarily bestowed 
names on their mountains, and have done so for probably the same reason. 
It makes sense to use specific names to identify specific places. We must 
be mindful, however, that the Chinese do not always use these toponyms 
to identify single, prominent elevations of earth. In fact, on many occasions 
what appears to many Westerners as a single name is actually a collective 
term referring to a number of peaks within a defined area. Yellow Mountain 
(Huangshan) in Anhui province is a good example. Its surface area covers 
more than 150 sqkm/93 sqmi and is dotted with seventy-two individual 
peaks, each with a separate name. In many ways, it resembles what 
Americans would think of as a national park. Mount Emei’s physical 
layout follows this same general pattern.

The perimeter of the area usually identified as “Mount Emei” extends 
for more than 600 sqkm/360 sqmi.30 Four peaks within this zone tradi-
tionally comprised “Mount Emei.” Although each of these mountains is 
known by a host of different names, most often they are simply called “Big 
Emei,” “Second Emei,” “Third Emei,” and “Fourth Emei.” Among these, 
Big Emei has received the most attention. There are many reasons that 
account for Big Emei’s fame, but two stand out: first, it possesses some of 
the most sublime mountain landscape scenery in all China; and second, 
Big Emei’s own trio of summits marks the three loftiest points on Mount 
Emei. The highest of these, standing at 3,099m/10,167 ft above sea level, 
is called the “Ten Thousand Buddhas Summit” (Wanfo ding). Hereafter, 
unless otherwise noted, all references to “Mount Emei” will be to the Big 
Emei section of the mountain.

Geologists often discuss the chronology of the earth’s development 
in terms of thirteen geological periods. The oldest rocks in the world date 
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from the earliest of these intervals, the Precambrian, which goes back to 
about four billion years ago. After the Precambrian period (roughly, 570 
million years ago), the earth developed through twelve additional geological 
periods. One prominent feature of Mount Emei’s physical environment 
that makes it unique is that rock from ten of the thirteen known geological 
periods is found there. This brings tremendous visual diversity to the 
physical face of the mountain. The pinkish hue of the Emei’s special blend 
of granite, prominent at lower levels, always attracts the attention of visi-
tors, as do the rich beds of purple and green shale. A stratum of marine 
limestone measuring over 1,000m/3,280 ft thick, deposited by the great 
Sichuan salty sea mentioned earlier, sits on top of this granite base. Aside 
from limestone, Mount Emei’s rich deposits of dolomite and basalt also 
contribute to the ever-changing physical appearance of the mountain. As 
for the summit, it is sheathed by a layer of dark-red basaltic lava that in 
some places measures 350m/1,148 ft thick. The entire mountain is formed 
by a large anticline, the eastern section of which has been eroded away by 
the flow of rivers. This is one reason that climbing trails have always 
approached the mountain from the east.31 Experienced mountain travelers 
outside of China would probably not be impressed upon reading that 
Mount Emei’s anticline rises to a height of just over 10,000 feet. There 
are certainly numerous peaks around the globe that reach much greater 
elevations. But the fact is, China’s most famous mountains are not especially 
lofty. The main peak of Mount Tai stands 1,545m/5,067 ft, while the 
highest of the Wuyue, Mount Hua in Shaanxi, measures 2,154 m/7,065 ft
at its loftiest point. What distinguishes Emei shan from other mountains 
is its dramatic and breathtaking verticality. I use this term to refer to 
prominent, conspicuous local relief; specifically the marked elevation dif-
ference between the highest point on the mountain (“Ten Thousand 
Buddhas Summit”) and the lowest point on the Sichuan plain far below. 
Consider the following: on a direct line, the distance from the base of the 
mountain to the summit is no more than 10km/6.2mi, yet the difference 
in elevation is 2,563 m/8,406 ft. The violent upward thrust that created 
Mount Emei pushed the earth’s crust almost completely vertical. The steep 
and often serrated land forms that resulted from this uplifting, especially 
Mount Emei’s soaring peaks and steep escarpments, some of which drop 
2,000m/6,560 ft to valleys below, all contribute to the conspicuous nature 
of the local relief around the mountain.

An inevitable result of such dramatic verticality is the creation of 
multiple climatic and biotic regions within the same mountain environ-
ment. On Mount Emei there are three such zones. The climate at the foot 
of the mountain, as well as that on the surrounding plain, is tropical, with 
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an average year-round temperature of 17.2°C/63°F. At mid-altitudes, 
where forests are thick and streams bountiful, the temperature is much 
more comfortable. Not surprisingly, much of the human activity that has 
taken place on Emei through the dynasties has been concentrated in the 
mid-riff section of the mountain. On the summit, however, we encounter 
a frigid zone with an average annual temperature of only 3°C/37°F. During 
the blustery winter months it is not unusual for the temperature on the 
fog-shrouded summit, where it often snows, to drop well below freezing. 
The famous Song dynasty writer Su Shi (or Su Dongpo, 1037–1101) once 
described springtime visitors to Emei as follows: “Springtime winds blow 
day after day but snows never melt; / In the fifth month travelers look like 
frozen little ants.”32 Mount Emei’s frigid, snow-blown summit is not a 
place that welcomes visitors. Rainfall is extremely heavy in all three cli-
matic zones, especially between May and October. Rainfall on Mount Emei 
is heavier than any other place in China, averaging 264 days per year. Fog 
is even more common, averaging 323 days per year.33

Emei shan’s three climatic zones host plant, tree, animal, and bird 
populations that vary as much as the mountain’s temperatures. Space 
limitations prevent a thorough accounting of these ecosystems. Here I 
propose to follow the practice of most compilers of “mountain monographs” 
(shanzhi) in China and focus attention on Emei’s more “unusual” flora and 
fauna, especially those specimens found nowhere else. I adopt this approach 
because it is precisely the unusual or extraordinary (qi 奇) features of the 
mountain, and here I am referring to all aspects of its physical environment, 
which attracted man to Emei shan in the first place. Virtually every human 
activity related to Emei undertaken throughout the dynasties was in some 
way a response to the qi qualities of its environment.

Flora and Fauna

Following an examination, the giant panda was found to be a healthy female, 
a little over 3 meters in length, 67 cm in height, and weighing 75kg.34

—People’s Daily (Overseas Edition)

The one visual aspect of Mount Emei that immediately captures the 
attention of visitors, especially as they approach the mountain and begin 
their ascent, is the thick, lush green color of its slopes. Many traditional 
poets have been inspired, at times even overwhelmed, by Mount Emei’s 
“sea of green” (canghai). The source of this rich verdure is the dense forests 
that blanket about 85 percent of the mountain’s surface. At lower altitudes 
(under 1,000m/3,280 ft), cedar (nan), conifer (shan), and cypress (bo) are 
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especially plentiful. Of course, higher elevations can only welcome trees 
able to survive the harsh climate there, such as the cliff mulberry (yansang)
and Buddha-summit holly ( foding qing). One source reports that the 
Buddha-summit holly grows only on the summit and bears greenish-blue 
leaves that are especially shiny and brilliant.35

Against the backdrop of its “sea of green,” Mount Emei hosts about 
5,000 different species of flora. Bamboo thrives at lower and mid-
mountain elevations. Seed plants alone are represented by 242 different 
families (ke), comprising more than 3,200 species (zhong). Among these 
are 925 species found nowhere outside of China, 338 indigenous only to 
Sichuan, and 107 that are unique to Mount Emei.36 The mountain’s flower-
bearing trees, such as the crabapple (haitang), woody lotus (mulian), and 
cassia (muxi)—to name just three, have attracted considerable attention, 
especially from poets. Emei’s more than 60 varieties of azaleas (dujuan)
enjoy the greatest notoriety. The mountain’s azaleas come in no less than 
five different colors: yellow, white, purple, light red, and dark red, and are 
prominently visible throughout much of the year, especially during the 
peak visitor months. Many varieties remain in bloom from spring through 
autumn. One of the rarest species of all, the “bright scales azalea” (lianglin
dujuan), grows only on the Golden Summit (Jinding).

Another botanical wonder, indigenous only to Mount Emei, is a 
deciduous tree called the gongtong. Thriving at elevations around 
1,450m/4,756 ft, gongtong reach about 10–15m/32–49 ft in height. In 
May, when gongtong flowers first blossom, they are pale green. By summer, 
when petals are in full bloom, they have already turned milky white. Many 
visitors have remarked that these myriad dots of white that blanket Mount 
Emei in July and August resemble flocks of doves perched on trees; hence 
the gongtong is popularly called the “dove tree” (gezi shu).

Plants used for medicinal purposes (yao) are especially abundant, 
which explains why the mountain is sometimes called a “natural herb 
garden” (ziran yaoyuan). According to a report published in 1981, 1,655
varieties of such plants are known to flourish on the mountain.37 This list 
includes numerous famous medicinal plants such as Emei ginseng (eshen).
Two other plants have also received special attention. The first of these is 
Gastrodia elata (tianma, or “heaven’s hemp”), a plant whose tubers can help 
expel all kinds of poisonous effluvia from the human body and whose roots 
are considered to be an aphrodisiac. The second is Coptis omeiensis (huang-
lian, lit., “yellow links,” sometimes called “golden thread” in English). 
This Rauuculaceous plant is regarded as a panacea for many illnesses, 
especially dysentery, and is highly prized in China and abroad. Some early 
references to the mountain even speak of “immortal drugs” (xianyao)
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produced from herbs gathered on Mount Emei. According to one report, 
Emperor Wu of the Han once dispatched special couriers to Mount Emei 
to locate these rare, life-extending plants.38

Emei shan is also populated with a diverse menagerie of rare and 
unusual critters. Two of its most fabulous inhabitants are mysterious 
yellow and white doglike creatures called pixiu, whose bark (tuofo) is said 
to sound something like “Amitābha Buddha” (“Amituofo”), and leopard 
cats (baomao), whose tracks are spotted on the summit every year. Curiously, 
though, the animal never appears to humans. Other members of Emei’s 
animal community that are seen more regularly include antelope (ling),
musk deer (zhang), and bears (xiong). As for primates on the mountain, the 
monkey contingent is perhaps deserving of special attention.

Although the Tang dynasty poet Cen Shen (715–770) once wrote of 
hearing cries of gibbons (yuan) at Mount Emei,39 as far as I know there 
have never been any reports of any sizable gibbon population in existence 
on the mountain. On the other hand, Emei’s macaque (zanghou; Macaca 
thibetana) are a familiar sight to visitors. The mountain’s approximately 
230 macaque constitute six separate groups or “tribes,” each with its own 
“king” and territory. Most congregate on the northeastern slope of Emei 
at 1,260–2,100m/3,936–6,888 ft elevation. Rather than forage for food, 
these intelligent primates rely on passing travelers for handouts. Some 
tribes, such as those that dwell near the Bathing Elephant Pool (Xixiang 
chi) and Encountering Immortals Monastery (Yuxian si), can at times be 
friendly and quite civil to wayfarers, while others, such as those living near 
Nine Elders Grotto (Jiulao dong) and the Huayan Summit (or Avatam. saka
Summit; Huayan ding), are much more aggressive, at times even blocking 
the road until the traveler produces a tasty snack (peanuts or corn kernels 
are recommended).40

Reports in the Mount Emei Gazetteer notwithstanding, bear sightings 
are rare. This has puzzled many observers, especially scientists concerned 
about China’s diminishing giant panda (da xiongmao) population. Mount 
Emei’s thick groves of bamboo, many of which are still far removed from 
human activity, would seem to provide an ideal environment for pandas. 
And yet, sightings of pandas or any other species of bear are now rare. In 
the fall of 1992, however, a dramatic discovery was revealed on the front 
page of many newspapers throughout China: a healthy, giant panda (a 
female) was spotted and captured on Mount Emei.

Mount Emei’s avian community also boasts several distinguished 
members. Throughout the dynasties, these birds have been the subject of 
many poems. For instance, the colorful tong-flower phoenix (tonghua feng),
so named because it supposedly only ate the flowers of a tong tree, inspired 
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one of the earliest verses ever written about Mount Emei—a quatrain 
composed by the late Tang dynasty writer Ke You (dates uncertain):

Its multicolored feathery coat—a match for the phoenix!
Deep within clusters of flowers—it seems to not be there!
If a beautiful woman bought one of its feathers, she’d be inclined to 

take pity,
For when placed beside a golden hairpin, it weighs but a trifle.41

Another Emei bird that has achieved literary prominence is the silver 
pheasant (baixian). The coat of this magnificent creature is said to be as 
white as jade. This feature, along with the ripples of black across its back, 
its crown and beak of crimson, and vermilion claws, has attracted many 
writers, including the poet Li Bo (701–762). The renowned Tang writer 
was especially impressed with the bird’s jade-white coat:

The silver pheasant, white as satin:
White snowflakes are shamed by its appearance.
It casts its image into pools of jade;
Prunes its feathers amid trees of gems.
At night it perches quietly under a frigid moon;
At dawn it struts casually over fallen petals.42

Finally, one other member Emei’s avian population that deserves 
mention is known by an odd-sounding name: “Buddha-appearance 
bird” (foxian niao). Tradition says that two such creatures dwell near the 
Luminous Light Monastery (Guangxiang si) on the summit. Sporting 
shiny coats of kingfisher blue, they supposedly resemble the gray thrush 
(huamei).43 When the “Precious Light” is about to appear on the summit, 
the twin “Buddha-appearance birds” announce its arrival with a call that 
sounds something like “Foxian! Foxian!” in Chinese. The corresponding 
English translation is “Buddha appears! Buddha appears!”

A Great Globe of Light

When the Light begins to appear, the monks toll a bell. And when pilgrims 
and the masses hear the bell they assemble in orderly fashion [along the edge 
of the cliff] and gaze downward, leaning against the railing.44

—Mount Emei Gazetteer

Aside from Emei’s sublime landscapes, unusual “residents,” and 
strange “products,” there is yet another curious feature of the mountain 
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that has attracted considerable attention throughout the dynasties and 
continues to fascinate visitors today. Without question, this phenomenon 
ranks as the mountain’s most extraordinary physical trait. I refer to a 
spectacular “light show” that sometimes occurs on clear, windless after-
noons, when bright rays of sunlight begin their downward slant over the 
Golden Summit. This marvel of nature has accumulated a host of names 
over the centuries, some of which are heavily laden with religious over-
tones. For now, I will refer to this phenomenon by one of its simpler names: 
“Precious Light.”

We should perhaps first note that the “Precious Light” phenomenon 
is not unique to Emei shan. It has been observed on other peaks in China 
such as Mount Wawu (Wawu shan) in Sichuan (near Mount Emei), Mount 
Wutai in Shanxi, and even on Mount Tai in Shandong. Sightings have also 
been made in the Harz Mountains in central Germany, on Ben Nevis in 
Scotland (the highest peak in the British Isles), and even at the Grand 
Canyon. Nor is it an uncommon sight on Emei, appearing, on average, 
about seventy or eighty times a year. The most common Western name 
for this atmospheric wonder is “glory.” While there is disagreement among 
scientists about the precise origin of this phenomenon, most would agree 
that three “ingredients” are necessary for an “appearance” to take place. 
First, precise meteorological conditions are required. It is essential that 
either raindrops, ice crystals, or snow flakes be present in the atmosphere; 
this explains why the “Precious Light” usually appears after a rain shower 
or snowfall. Second, the sun must be shining behind the would-be observer, 
at just the right angle to cast a shadow into the chasm below the Golden 
Summit. Lastly, a thick, flat cloud bank or heavy fog must be present and 
directly below the observer’s position on the cliff edge, so as to “catch” the 
observer’s shadow. The best place on the summit to view the “Precious 
Light” is appropriately called Observing-the-Light Terrace (Duguang tai). 
If an observer is standing on the terrace at just the right moment, and the 
direction of the sunlight above and behind him/her is shining down at 
just the right angle, an outline of that human figure’s enlarged shadow 
will then be visible on the top of the clouds or fog bank. If weather condi-
tions are especially ideal, several multicolored rings will form a rainbow-
halo around the head of the observer’s own shadow. Fan Chengda observed 
Mount Emei’s “Precious Light” in 1177. Here is how he described it:

Tūla-clouds again spread out below the cliff, gathered thickly, and mounted 
upward to within a few yards of the edge, where they abruptly halted. The 
cloud tops were as smooth as a jade floor. From time to time raindrops flew 
by. I looked down into the cliff’s belly, and there was a great globe of light 
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lying outstretched on a flat cloud. The outer corona was in three rings, each 
of which had indigo, yellow, red, and green hues. In the very center of the 
globe was a hollow of concentrated brightness. Each of us onlookers saw 
our forms in the hollow and bright spot, without the slightest detail hidden, 
just as if we were looking in a mirror.45

I also once observed Mount Emei’s “Precious Light.” One sunny afternoon 
in April of 1993, several onlookers, positioned on the precipitous ledge 
that runs along the eastern side of the Golden Summit, suddenly began 
shouting: “Buddha appears! Buddha appears!” Rushing over to the 
Observing-the-Light Terrace, I looked down and saw “a great globe of 
light” shimmering on the clouds below. A reflection of my head was 
visible, as were my arms. Several monks who reside in monasteries on the 
summit came out later and informed us onlookers: “You are all blessed, 
for the ‘Precious Light’ only appears to a select few.”

Looking back on my sighting of the Precious Light in 1993, and the 
experiences and knowledge I have gained from subsequent visits to the 
mountain, I have come to realize that nothing about Emei shan is ordinary. 
On the contrary, it seems extraordinary in almost every way.
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